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For a S = 1 system with even number of spins, the product states of two-body singlets, called
the singlet pair states, are overcomplete bases for the Hilbert space of many-body singlets. If the
system contains odd number of spins, a singlet state can be decomposed as a superposition of all of
the following configurations, in each configuration three of the spins form a three-body singlet and
the remaining form two-body singlet pairs. This indicates that S = 1 spin liquids are essentially
resonating-valence bond (RVB) states. Although generally this conclusion is no longer valid for
SO(3) symmetric S > 1 systems, it can be generalized to integer spin-S systems with enlarged
SO(2S + 1) symmetry. Similar results can also be obtained for systems with SU(n) symmetry.
I. INTRODUCTION
A quantum spin liquid is a many-body singlet state
without breaking the global spin rotation symmetry
and the lattice symmetry. In two dimensions, spin
liquids may support fractional excitations. A gapped
spin liquid has degenerate ground states on a torus
and carries topological order.1–3 It was proposed that
spin liquids may exist in geometrically frustrated spin-
1/2 anti-ferromagnetic systems owning to strong quan-
tum fluctuations.4 Searching for spin liquid states has
attracted lots of research interest in condensed mat-
ter physics from both experimental5–8 and theoretical
sides.9–15
Spin liquid states are also called resonating valence
bond (RVB) states4, where a valence bond stands for
a two-spin singlet just like a Cooper pair in s-wave su-
perconductors and a RVB state is a superposition of all
possible valence bond covering configurations. The va-
lidity of identifying a spin liquid state as a RVB state
relies on a mathematical theorem, which says that the
valence bond covering configurations, sometimes called
singlet pair states (SPSs), are overcomplete to span the
Hilbert space of many-body-singlet states.16 More pre-
cisely, if the system is arbitrarily divided into two sub-
systems A and B with equal number of spins, then
the overcomplete bases can be restricted to the va-
lence bond covering configurations where each valence
bond contains one spin from A and one from B. The
RVB picture yields several practical approaches to con-
struct spin liquid states, such as Gutzwiller projection
of BCS-type mean field wavefunctions17, Liang-Doucot-
Anderson variational method18 and tensor network (or
projected entangled pair states) construction.19 These
approaches have been widely used to study antiferromag-
netic spin models and high temperature superconductors.
On the other hand, spin-1 systems also have
strong quantum fluctuations, and consequently spin liq-
uid states may also exist in spin-1 frustrated anti-
ferromagnetic systems. For example, 1-dimensional (1D)
gapped S = 1 spin liquid — the Haldane phase,20,21 has
attracted lots of research interest. Candidates of 2D S =
1 spin liquids have also been reported in literature22–27.
An interesting aspect for S = 1 anti-ferromagnets is that
there may exist non-Abelian spin liquids which support
non-Abelian anyon excitations.28
There is a similarity between spin-1/2 systems and
spin-1 systems, namely, S = 1/2 is the fundamental rep-
resentation of SU(2) group whereas S = 1 is the fun-
damental representation of SO(3) group. So it is natu-
ral to extrapolate that S = 1 spin liquid states are also
RVB states, where a valence bond represents a singlet-
pair formed by two S = 1 spins. In the remaining part
of this paper, we show that this is indeed the truth. We
prove that for S = 1 systems, singlet pair states are also
overcomplete to span the Hilbert space of many-body sin-
glet states. Comparing with spin-1/2 systems, there are
two differences: one is that here the number of spins of a
many-body singlet can be either even or odd, the other
is that the subsystem-singlet-pair states, where each sin-
glet pair is from one subsystem to the other, are no longer
complete bases.
Above conclusion ensures that some methods used
to study S = 1/2 spin liquids can also be applied
for S = 1 systems. For instance, Gutzwiller projec-
tion approach based on fermionic slave particle repre-
sentation provides very good trial wave functions for
S = 1 bilinear-biquadratic anti-ferromagnetic Heisenberg
chains.29,30 It was shown that the Haldane phase is long-
range RVB states (from this point of view, the resonating
loop states31 in 2D are also long-range RVB states) while
the dimer phase is short-rang RVB states. Another ex-
ample is the tensor network approach which tells us that
extremely short-ranged RVB state for S = 1 spins on
Kagome lattice carries Z2 topological order.
31–33
However, it should be noted that the RVB picture of
spin liquid states is no longer valid for SO(3) symmet-
ric spin systems with spin magnitude S > 1. In these
large spin systems, spin-singlet-clusters (3-body-singlet,
or 4-body-singlet, so on and so forth) as well as two-
body singlet pairs are necessary to span the Hilbert space
of many-body singlets. The RVB representation will be
valid for integer spin-S systems34 when they have en-
hanced symmetry group SO(2S + 1).35
Recently, systems with SU(n) symmetry attracted lots
of interest in cold atom physics,36–39 and SU(n) spin liq-
uids states have also been studied theoretically.40,41 To
this end, we also discuss the complete bases for S = 1
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2spin liquids with SU(3) symmetry. Generalization of this
result to SU(n) systems is straightforward.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. In section II, we prove that singlet pair states are
overcomplete bases for S = 1 spin liquids with SO(3)
symmetry. A special case where the S = 1 system has
SU(3) symmetry is discussed in section III. In section IV
we discuss a simple application of the S = 1 RVB rep-
resentation in 1D spin liquids. Section V is devoted to
conclusions and discussions.
II. OVERCOMPLETEN BASES FOR SO(3)
SYMMETRIC S = 1 SPIN LIQUIDS
A. Tensor Representation and Young Tableau
Under SO(3) operation, the three components of S = 1
vary as a real vector. The three bases for S = 1 can be
combined into the familiar vector form
|x〉 = 1√
2
(| − 1〉 − |1〉),
|y〉 = i√
2
(| − 1〉+ |1〉),
|z〉 = |0〉.
We denote these bases as V m = |m〉 where m = x, y, z.
Thus the Hilbert space of a system with L spins form a
rank-L reducible real tensor representation of SO(3).
Similar to the reduction of SU(2) tensors (see Ap-
pendix A), SO(3) tensor representations can be reduced
according to different representations of the permutation
group of the tensor indices (i.e., the site indices). Dif-
ferent representations of the permutation group can be
described by different Young diagrams.42 Comparing to
SU(2) group, the complicity of SO(3) group (and gener-
ally SO(n) group) is that the same Young diagram stands
for different SO(3) representations.43 We will illustrate
this issue by two simple cases: L = 2 and L = 3.
The direct product of two spins is represented as a
real rank-2 tensor Tmn = V m1 ⊗ V n2 . The reduction of
the tensor contains three channels 1⊗ 1 = 0⊕ 1⊕ 2. The
representations with total spin St = 0, 2 are symmet-
ric under permutation of the two site indices, while the
state with St = 1 is antisymmetric for the site indices.
As shown in Fig. 1, the permutation symmetries can be
labeled by Young diagrams:
Antisymmetric channel [Fig. 1(a), St = 1]
T {mn} =
∑
mn
1
2
(Tmn − Tnm).
Since there is only one free index, we can rewrite it as a
dual vector:
V˜ l =
∑
mn
εlmnT {mn},
(a) (b) 
FIG. 1. Young diagrams for a 2-spin system. (a) The anti-
symmetric channel [1; 1], the total spin is St = 1, which is
called a dual vector; (b) The symmetric channel [2], which
contains the trace part St = 0 and the traceless part St = 2.
where εlmn is the Levi-Civita symbol. In other words,
the Young diagram [1; 1] is dual to the Young diagram
[1];
Symmetric channel [Fig. 1(b), St = 0, 2]
1) trace of T (St = 0)
Tr T =
∑
mn
δmnTmn =
∑
m
Tmm;
2) traceless symmetric tensor (St = 2)
T
[mn]
0 = T
[mn] − 1
3
δmnTr T.
where T [mn] = 12 (T
mn + Tnm) and the subscript 0 in
T
[mn]
0 means traceless, i.e.
∑
m,n δ
mnT
[mn]
0 = 0.
(a) (b) (c) 
FIG. 2. Young diagrams for a 3-spin system. (a) The fully
antisymmetric diagram [1; 1; 1], St = 0; (b) The mixed-
symmetric diagram [2; 1], St = 1 ⊕ 1 ⊕ 2 ⊕ 2; (c) The fully
symmetric diagram [3], St = 1⊕ 3.
Similarly, the reduction of a rank-3 tensor can be la-
beled by Young diagrams shown in Fig. 2. The fully anti-
symmetric diagram [1; 1; 1] [see Fig. 2(a)] stands for a
singlet with St = 0; The mixed symmetric diagram [2; 1]
[see Fig.2(b)] stands for a direct sum of St = 1⊕1⊕2⊕2
(each irreducible representation is 2-fold degenerate be-
cause the Young diagram [2; 1] stands for a 2-dimensional
representation of the permutation group); the fully sym-
metric diagram [3] [see Fig.2(c)] represents a direct sum
of St = 1 ⊕ 3. The bases for the irreducible representa-
tions are given in Appendix B.
Above examples reveal important features for S = 1
systems: (1) three spins (or a rank-3 tensor) can form a
singlet (or a scalar) if the indices are fully antisymmetric;
(2) a dual vector and a vector (i.e. a two-row unit and a
one-row unit) cannot contract into a singlet; (3) a rank-
odd fully symmetric tensor can not form a singlet.
According to above properties, not every Young dia-
gram contains singlet representations. In the following
3… 
… 
… 
… 
… 
… 
(a) 
(b) (c) 
m1 
… 
… 
… 
… 
… 
… 
m2 
m3 
(d) 
FIG. 3. The Young diagrams that contains singlet represen-
tations. (a) the fully symmetric Young diagram [2n1]; (b)
the diagram [2n2; 2n2] is dual to the fully symmetric one,
it contains singlet components if N=even; (c) three-row di-
agram [n3;n3;n3]. (d) The most general Young diagram
[m1;m2;m3]. Supposing the number of sites is L (L can
be either even or odd), there are three conditions for the
Young diagram if it contains a singlet: m1 + m2 + m2 = L;
(m1 −m2)=even; (m2 −m3)=even.
we list the Young diagrams that contain singlet channels
in their tensor reduction:
(A) A single row with an even number of columns, see
Fig. 3(a);
(B) Two equal-length rows with even number of
columns, see Fig. 3(b);
(C) Three equal-length rows, see Fig. 3(c).
(D) A combination of above three, see Fig. 3(d).
If a Young diagram contains singlet channels, it must
be one of above cases. The number of independent sin-
glets corresponding to each Young diagram is equal to the
dimension of the representation of the permutation group
labeled by the same Young diagram (see Appendix A).
B. Overcompleteness of SPSs
Now we prove that all singlets corresponding to the
diagrams in Fig. 3 can be expanded as superpositions of
SPSs.
1. Two Formulas
Firstly we give the following properties of fully anti-
symmetric tensor εabc,
εabcεdef = δad(δbeδcf − δbfδce)− δae(δbdδcf − δbfδcd)
−δaf (δbeδcd − δbdδce), (1)
specially, if a = d, Eq. (1) reduces to∑
a
εabcεaef = δbeδcf − δbfδce. (2)
Above two are the most important equations in proving
the completeness of SPSs.
2. Simple Applications
Now we illustrate two applications of these formulas:
(a) (b) 
FIG. 4. The singlets described by the following Young di-
agrams can be expanded as superpositions of SPSs: (a) 4
spins with permutation symmetry channel described by the
diagram [2; 2]; (b) 6 spins with symmetry channel [2; 2; 2].
(1) The Young diagram [2; 2] in Fig.4(a) is dual to
Fig.1(b). This diagram contains singlet channels, mean-
ing that two dual vectors can contracte into a singlet.
From Eq. (2), we have
|0, 0〉 =
∑
abcef
T bcef[2;2] ε
abcεaef
=
∑
bc
(T bcbc − T bccb) (3)
here the indices of T bcef[2;2] respect the symmetry described
by Young diagram [2; 2], namely, {bc} and {ef} are anti-
symmetric and then [be] and [cf ] are symmetric under
permutation. Above equation means that the 4-spin sin-
glet described by [2; 2] can be expanded as a superpo-
sition of SPSs |0, 0〉 = (13)(24) − (14)(23), where the
bracket means a singlet pair.
(2) The Young diagram [2; 2; 2] in Fig.4(b) contains
singlet component. Owning to the relation (1) we have
|0, 0〉 =
∑
abcdef
T abcdef[2;2;2] ε
abcεdef
=
∑
abc
[(T abcabc − T abcacb)− (T abcbac − T abccab)
−(T abccba − T abcbca)]. (4)
This means that the 6-spin singlet described by
[2; 2; 2] can be written as a superposition of SPSs
|0, 0〉 = [(14)(25)(36) − (14)(26)(35)] − [(15)(24)(36) −
(15)(26)(34)]− [(16)(25)(34)− (16)(24)(35)].
3. Proof of Overcomplete Bases
With these pre-knowledge, we are ready to prove the
overcompleteness of SPSs. Firstly we suppose that the
number of sites is even L = 2N . In each SPS there are
N singlet pairs and the total number of SPSs is equal to
4(2N)!
(N !)(2N )
. Now we show that the all of Young diagrams
listed in Fig. 3 can be expanded by these SPSs.
(A) The single-row Young diagram [2N ]
The Hilbert space of 2N spins can be described by a
rank-2N real tensor Tm1m2...m2N . The Young diagram
[2N ] means these indices are fully symmetric under per-
mutation, namely,
Tm1m2...m2N[2N ] =
1
(2N)!
∑
P
TP (m1m2...m2N ),
where P means permutation of the 2N indices
(m1,m2, ...,m2N ). To obtain a singlet, all indices should
be contracted two by two:
|0, 0〉 =
∑
{mi}
N∏
k=1
δmikmjkTm1m2...m2N[2N ] ,
where the two spins at sites ik and jk form a singlet pair,
and |0, 0〉 is an equal weight superposition of all SPSs.
(B) The two-row Young diagram [N ;N ] contains sin-
glet representations if N is even. Since [N ;N ] is dual
to [N ], we can treat the two spins at each column as a
dual vector, and the argument in (A) still works for the
dual vectors. Then we can use relation (2) to express
the singlet formed by dual vectors as SPSs [referring to
Eq.(3)];
(C) The three-row Young diagram [M ;M ;M ] [This
Young diagram is available if L is divisible by 3, namely,
L = 3M (M is even since L is even). Otherwise this
diagram can only occur as part of the Young diagram in
Fig. 3(d)]. The three spins in each column form a singlet.
Similar to Eq. (4), the product of three-spin-singlets can
be expressed as superposition of SPSs using relation (1);
(D) A general Young diagram [m1;m2;m3] is a combi-
nation of above three diagrams with m1 +m2 +m3 = L
and (m1 − m2) =even, (m2 − m3) =even. If L=even,
then m3=even, otherwise m3=odd. The three-row part
[m3;m3] is already an singlet. The two-row part [(m2 −
m3); (m2 −m3)] can not contract with the one-row part
[m1 − m2] owning to our previous argument [see Fig.
2(b)]. So if the whole diagram contains singlet chan-
nels, then the two-row part and the one-row part must
form singlets independently. Thus, all the three parts in
the combined diagram can be considered independently,
and the arguments in (A),(B),(C) still work. As a re-
sult, the singlet states described by a general diagram
[m1;m2;m3] can be written as superpositions of SPSs.
Now we consider the case when L =odd, where the
system can not be completely grouped into singlet pairs.
However, if we arbitrarily select out three spins to form
a three-spin singlet, then the remaining spins can com-
pletely combine into singlet pairs. So possibly any singlet
of the system can be expanded as a superposition of all of
the following configurations, in each configuration three
spins form a singlet and the remaining form singlet pairs.
Now we show how this is true. Since L=odd, (A) and (B)
are not relevant. The Young diagram (C) is relevant if L
is divisible by 3, namely, L = 3M where M is odd, and if
a Young diagram in case (D) contains singlets, m3 must
be odd. In both cases, if we single out the first column
(which corresponds to three arbitrary spins), then the
remaining part can be expanded as SPSs according to
our previous discussion. As a result, the singlet with odd
number of spins can be decomposed as a superposition
of products of a three-spin-singlet and singlet pairs.
4. Check The Completeness of Young Diagrams
We denote the Hilbert space spanned by the singlets
of a L-spin system as H0. It is not difficult to see that
the dimension of the Hilbert space H0 is equal to the
difference between the number of states with Sz = 0 and
the number of states with Sz = 1:
dH0,L =
{L2 }∑
i=0
CiLC
i
L−i −
{L+12 }∑
i=1
CiLC
i−1
L−i, (5)
where CiL =
L!
i!(L−i)! , and {L2 } is the integer part of L/2.
To see if the bases described by the Young diagrams
are exhausting, we can compare (5) with the sum of the
dimensions of all permitted Young diagrams (refer to Ap-
pendix A) listed in (A)∼(D). The consistency can be
checked for small L. For example, when L = 7, above
formula gives dH0,7 = 36, and the two possible Young
diagrams give d[5;1;1] + d[3;3;1] = 15 + 21 = 36; when
L = 8, above formula gives dH0,8 = 91, in consistent
with the result by summing all possible Young diagrams
d[4;2;2] + d[4;4] + d[6;2] + d[8] = 56 + 14 + 20 + 1 = 91.
Above we verified that the Young diagrams in Fig.3
include all states of H0. We have also shown that the
singlet states corresponding to every Young diagram in
Fig.3 can be destructed into superposition of products of
2-body singlets (and a 3-body singlet if L=odd). Syn-
thesizing these two points we conclude that every singlet
of the system can be written in forms of superposition
of products of 2-body singlets (and a 3-body singlet if
L=odd). This finishes the proof of overcomplete bases
for many-body singlets of SO(3) symmetric S = 1 sys-
tems.
III. OVERCOMPLETE BASES FOR SU(3)
SYMMETRIC SYSTEMS
With particular interactions, S = 1 models may have
an enhanced SU(3) symmetry. For example, the J-K
model
H =
∑
〈i,j〉
[JSi · Sj +K(Si · Sj)2] (6)
with J = K is invariant under SU(3) and now S = 1
carries the fundamental representation of SU(3) group.
For this kind of SU(3) systems, a singlet unit contains at
5least three spins. We will show that if the ground state
of a many-body system does not break SU(3) symmetry
(if lattice symmetry is unbroken, then it is a SU(3) spin
liquid), then it can be expanded as superposition of prod-
ucts of three-body-singlet-clusters, called singlet-cluster
states (SCSs).
Similar to SU(2) systems, an irreducible representa-
tion of SU(3) can also be uniquely labeled by a Young
diagram(see Appendix A). SU(3) singlets are described
by the Young diagram of three rows with equal number of
columns [see Fig. 3(c)]. That is to say, if the ground state
is a SU(3)-singlet, then the system size must be divisible
by 3, say, L = 3M . The dimension of the Hilbert space
of singlets is equal to the dimension of the [M ;M ;M ]
representation of the permutation group, which is equal
to dH0,3M = d[M ;M ;M ] =
2(3M)!
(M+2)!(M+1)!M ! (see Appendix
A).
The total number of all possible SCSs is (3M)!
(M !)6M
. It
is easy to see that these bases are overcomplete for H0.
However, the number of overcomplete bases can be sig-
nificantly reduced. To see this, we arbitrarily divide the
3M -site system into three subsystems, each containing
M sites. If we require that the three spins in each singlet
cluster come from three different subsystems, then the
total number of subsystem-SCSs becomes (M !)2. Fol-
lowing the proof of overcompleteness of subsystem-SPSs
for SU(2) systems(see Appendix A), one can show that
any SU(3) singlet can be expanded as a superposition of
these (M !)2 subsystem-SCSs.
IV. APPLICATION IN GUTZWILLER
APPROACH OF EXCITED STATES
In this section, we will apply the SPS bases to the ex-
cited states of 1D Haldane phase [namely, the model (6)
with −1 < K/J < 1, J > 0] in the Gutzwiller approach,
and prove that the one-magnon excited states and two-
magnon excited states obtained are orthogonal. Noticing
that a single magnon carries spin-1, so the total spin of
two magnons can be 0,1 or 2. The orthogonality between
a one-magnon state and a two-magnon state is obvious
if they carry different spin angular momentum or lat-
tice momentum. In the following we will show that they
are still orthogonal even if the two states carry the same
quantum numbers.
We first briefly review the Gutzwiller approach for
the Haldane phase.29,30 The Gutzwiller approach for
S = 1 spin models is based on the fermion represen-
tation of spin-1 spins, where three species of fermions
(called spinons) fx, fy, fz are introduced to rewrite the
spin operators as
Sαi =
∑
β,γ
iεαβγf†β,ifγ,i, with α, β, γ = x, y, z
under an onsite particle number constraint
f†x,ifx,i + f
†
y,ify,i + f
†
z,ifz,i = 1. (7)
In this fermion representation, the spin model (6) is
rewritten as H = −∑α,β,〈i,j〉[Jc†α,icα,jc†β,jcβ,i + (J −
K)c†α,ic
†
α,jcβ,jcβ,i], and its ground state and low en-
ergy excited states can be approximately described by
Gutzwiller projected eigenstates of the following mean
field Hamiltonian:
Hmf =
∑
α,〈i,j〉
(χf†α,ifα,j + ∆f
†
α,if
†
α,j + h.c) +
∑
α,i
λf†α,ifα,i
=
∑
α,k
EkΓ
†
α,kΓα,k, (8)
where Γα,k are Bogoliubov particles and χ,∆, λ are vari-
ational parameters determined by minimizing the trial
ground state energy EGrd = 〈Grd|H|Grd〉/〈Grd|Grd〉
with |Grd〉 = PG|mf(χ,∆, λ)〉. Here PG means
Gutzwiller projection that enforces the constraint (7).
When |λ| < 2|χ| and ∆ 6= 0, above mean field model de-
scribes a topological superconductor and the Gutzwiller
projected ground state belongs to the Haldane phase.
A subtle property of topological superconductor is that
the fermion parity of its ground state depends on bound-
ary condition.29,44 Without loss of generality, we assume
that the length L of the chain is even, then the fermion
parity of the ground state is even under anti-periodic
boundary condition and is odd under periodic boundary
condition. As a consequence, we need to carefully choose
boundary conditions to construct the low energy states
of the Haldane phase. For example, the ground state of
Haldane phase is given by
|Grd〉 = PG|mf〉apbc,
where |mf〉apbc is the ground state of (8) under anti-
periodic boundary condition.
When obtaining one-magnon excited states, we should
choose periodic boundary condition,
|(α, k + pi)1−mag〉 = PGΓ†α,k|mf〉pbc,
where k = 2npiL , n = −L2 ,−L2 + 1, ..., L2 − 1 and the extra
momentum pi is owning to the change of boundary con-
dition. Since the pairing term vanishes at momentum
k = 0, the three fermions fxk=0, f
y
k=0, f
z
k=0 are unpaired
and they form a singlet. Except for these three spinons
and the excited magnon Γα,k (when k 6= 0 the magnon
is essentially a broken Cooper pair with one spinon re-
moved), the remaining spinons form Cooper pairs. Notic-
ing that there is a three-body singlet (except for the
case when the momentum of the 1-magnon excited state
is pi), the Young diagrams describing the one-magnon
states have the shape shown in Fig. 3d with m3 =odd,
m2 −m3 =even, m1 −m2=odd.
For two-magnon excited states, we should use anti-
periodic boundary condition. The states with total spin-
1 is given as
|(α, k1 + k2)2−mag〉 = PG
∑
β,γ
εαβγΓ†β,k1Γ
†
γ,k2
|mf〉apbc,
6where k1, k2 =
2npi
L +
pi
L , n = −L2 , ..., L2 − 1. In this case,
all of the spinons form Cooper pairs except for the two
anti-symmetric magnons Γβ,k1 and Γγ,k2 . The Young di-
agrams describing the two-magnon states have the shape
shown in Fig. 3d with m3 =even, m2 − m3 =odd,
m1 −m2=even.
Since an one-magnon state and a two-magnon state
are described by different Young diagrams, they must be
orthogonal to each other. This result has been verified
numerically. Generally, an odd-magnon excited state and
an even-magnon state are orthogonal.
Although the one-magnon state |(α, k)1−mag〉 and the
two-magnon state |(α, k)2−mag〉 are orthogonal, they are
not eigenstates of the spin Hamiltonian H, and the
off-diagonal matrix elements 〈(α, k)1−mag|H|(α, k)2−mag〉
are usually nonzero. The off-diagonal entries will
‘mix’ the two-magnon states with the one magnon
state. The mixing will be remarkable if the diag-
onal terms are equal 〈(α, k)1−mag|H|(α, k)1−mag〉 =
〈(α, k)2−mag|H|(α, k)2−mag〉, in this case the one-magnon
excitation will be unstable and will decay into two
magnons.30,45 For this reason, the one-magnon excita-
tions, which are well defined around the momentum
k = pi (since there is a finite gap between the one-magnon
state and the two-magnon state with the same momen-
tum), will become unstable in the vicinity near k = 0 be-
cause the single-magnon dispersion merges into the two-
magnon continuum.
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In summary, we have shown that for a S = 1 system
with L spins, every singlet of the system can be writ-
ten in forms of a superposition of singlet-pair-states if
L =even, or a superposition of 2-body-singlet pairs time
a 3-body-singlet if L=odd. We have also proved that
if the system has SU(3) symmetry, the products of 3-
body singlet states are overcomplete bases of many-body
SU(3) singlets. Our conclusion provides solid founda-
tions for generalizing the methods used in S = 1/2 res-
onating valence bond states to study S = 1 systems. As
a simple application, we showed that in the Gutzwiller
approach the one-magnon excited states and two-magnon
excited states are orthogonal even if they carry the same
quantum numbers.
Our conclusion for SO(3) symmetric spin-1 systems
can be straightforwardly generalized to SO(2n+ 1) sym-
metric S = n systems if n is an integer, namely, a
SO(2n + 1) singlet can be written in forms of a super-
position of singlet-pair-states if L =even, or a superposi-
tion of 2-body-singlet pairs time a (2n+ 1)-body-singlet
if L=odd. This conclusion can also be generalized to
SO(2n) systems, where an SO(2n) singlet contains even
number of objects, and the overcomplete bases include
all of the following states: (1) product of 2-body singlet
pairs; (2) product of a 2n-body-singlet times 2-body sin-
glet pairs. However, the SO(2n) symmetry CANNOT
emerge in an SO(3) symmetric spin-(n− 12 ) system since
an SO(2n) singlet may not be invariant under SO(3).
For example, the 2-body SO(2n) singlet (which is sym-
metric under exchanging of the two objects) is different
from the SO(3) singlet formed by two spins (which is
anti-symmetric under exchanging the spins), namely, the
2-body SO(2n) singlet is NOT invariant under SO(3)
spin rotation. This means that SO(2n) systems are very
different from the usual spin systems. Finally, our con-
clusion for SU(3) systems can be generalized to SU(n)
systems if the physical degrees of freedom carry funda-
mental representation of SU(n) [notice that the SO(3)
symmetry for a spin-(n−12 ) system can be enlarged into
SU(n)].
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Appendix A: Overcompleteness of singlet pair states
for spin-1/2 system
In this appendix, we will illustrate that, for a 2N -site
system with SU(2) symmetry, singlet pair states (SPSs)
are overcomplete to span H0—the total Hilbert space for
2N -body-singlets.
Before proving the completeness of SPSs for SU(2),
we briefly review the irreducible representation theory of
SU(n) group. All irreducible representations of SU(n)
can be reduced from SU(n) tensors. For a fixed number
of sites (which is equal to the rank of the tensor), the
reduction of the tensor will fall back on the permutation
group P , which is formed by permutations of the site in-
dices of the tensor. Since SU(n) and P commute, they
have common representation spaces labeled by Young di-
agrams. Since each Young diagram uniquely labels a rep-
resentation space for SU(n) and P , when we talk about
a representation we can just refer to the corresponding
Young diagram.
The bases of a SU(n) tensor can be symbolized by
Young tableaus – Young diagrams filled with spin and
site indices. In a Young tableau, every box is occupied
with a spin variable and a site index, where each site
number occurs only once. The spin indices in a Young
tableau respect the following symmetry: the indices in
the same column are anti-symmetrized, and then the in-
dices in the same row are symmetrized. A Young tableau
is called a standard Young tableau if the site indices have
the following order: in each column the a index is bigger
than the ones above it, and in each row the a index is big-
ger then the ones on its left. The number of ways to fill
the site indices into a standard Young tableau is equal
7to the dimension of representation for the permutation
group labeled the Young diagram, which can be simply
calculated by hook numbers.46 Fixing the site configura-
tion and varying the spin indices, one obtains the bases
for a irreducible representation of SU(n).
… 
… 
… 
m1 
m2 
FIG. 5. A Young diagram [m1;m2], m1 + m2 = 2N . The
total spin of this diagram is St =
1
2
(m1 −m2).
For SU(2), an allowed Young diagram (and the cor-
responding Young tableau) contains at most two rows.
As shown in Fig.5, the total spin is equal to St =
(m1−m2)/2, where m1(m2) is the number of columns of
the first(second) row. For example, for a two-spin system,
there are two Young diagrams, one stands for a singlet
the other represents a triplet. The Young diagrams and
the corresponding Young tableaus are given in Fig.6.
(a) (b) 1 
2 
2 1 1 2 2 1 , , 
FIG. 6. The Young tableaus (labeling irreducible bases) for
two spins. Different Young diagrams stand for different rep-
resentations, and the bases in each representation are char-
acterized by the corresponding Young tableaus. (a) basis for
the spin singlet St = 0 representation; (b) bases for the spin
triplet St = 1 representation. The three bases span a 3-
dimensional representation of SU(2) and 3-fold degenerate
1-dimensional representations of P .
The Young diagram for the representation St = 0 has
two rows with m1 = m2 = N (we will refer to this Young
diagram as [N ;N ]). This Young diagram also stands
for a d[N ;N ] =
(2N)!
N !(N+1)! dimensional representation of P ,
where the d[N ;N ] bases are labeled by d[N ;N ] standard
Young tableaus (corresponding to d[N ;N ] different site-
index configurations). Since each Young tableau stands
for a spin singlet, the spin indices can be fixed by filling
↑ in the upper boxes and ↓ in the lower ones (switching
a pair of them results in a minus sign), see Fig.7. The
bases corresponding to these Young tableaus are linearly
independent (but not necessarily orthogonal). As a con-
sequence, we obtain d[N ;N ] linearly independent singlet
… 
… 
… 
3 
4 
2N-1 
2N 
1 
2 
, 
… 
… 
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4 
2N-1 
2N 
1 
3 , 
FIG. 7. The bases for 2N -body singlet.
states. These states form complete bases for the Hilbert
space of H0.
Now we prove the overcompleteness of SPSs as basses
of H0. Since the two spins at the same column are anti-
symmetric and form a singlet, obviously the d[N ;N ] stan-
dard Young tableaus are superpositions of SPSs. Here
the total number of these SPSs is (2N)!
N !2N
 d[N ;N ]. It is
obvious that these SPSs are overcomplete for the Hilbert
space H0. In the following we will show that the num-
ber of SPSs can be reduced without affecting the over-
completeness. To this end, we arbitrarily divide the sys-
tem into two subsystmes A and B, each one containing N
spins (e.g., A and B can be chosen as two sublattices for
a bipartite lattice). If we require that every singlet pair
in each SPS is formed by two spins coming from different
subsystems, then the number of SPSs is reduced to N !.
It turns out that these N ! SPSs are still overcomplete.
To verify this result, we notice that in a many-body
singlet state, a spin a1 in subsystem A can not be sym-
metrized with all the spins in subsystem B, because this
can be done only in a Young diagram with more than
N columns, which no longer contains St = 0 representa-
tions. So a1 must be antisymmetric with one of the spins
in B. That is to say, any St = 0 state can be written as
a superposition of the following states:
|0, 0〉 =
∑
bi1
|{a1, bi1}〉 × |(A′, B′)〉bi1 , (A1)
where |{a1, bi1}〉 means that a1 and bi1 are antisymmet-
ric under exchange site index which results in a singlet.
|(A′, B′)〉bi1 is the state formed by the remaining (2N−2)
spins in A and B and is also a singlet.
Since |(A′, B′)〉bi1 is a (2N − 2)-site singlet, we can
repeat the above argument to find a partner in B′ for a2.
Repeating this procedure once and once again, we finally
obtain:
|0, 0〉 =
∑
{bi}
|{a1, bi1}〉|{a2, bi2}〉...|{aN , biN }〉, (A2)
Thus the over-completeness of the N ! SPSs is proved.
Appendix B: Irreducible bases for three S = 1 spins
For a rank-3 tensor, the irreducible representations can
be classified by three Young diagrams. The diagram in
Fig. 8(a) stands for a singlet St = 0,
|0, 0〉 = T {abc} =
∑
abc
εabcT abc,
namely |0, 0〉 ∝ T xyz−T xzy−T yxz−T zyx+T zxy+T yzx.
Fig.8(b) stands for a direct sum of St = 1⊕ 1⊕ 2⊕ 2.
The bases for St = 1 are
V m =
∑
nabc
εmncεnabT abc[2;1]
=
∑
a
(2T ama − Tmaa − T aam).
8(a) (b) (c) 
a1 
b2 
c3 
a1 
b2 
c3 
a1 
b3 
c2 
a1 b2 c3 
FIG. 8. Young diagrams for a 3-spin system. (a) The fully an-
tisymmetric diagram [13], St = 0; (b) The mixed-symmetric
diagram [21], St = 1 ⊕ 1 ⊕ 2 ⊕ 2; (c) The fully symmetric
diagram [3], St = 1⊕ 3.
where T abc[2;1] = T
abc + T cba − T bac − T cab means anti-
symmetrizing indices {12} and then symmetrizing indices
[13]. This symmetry is described by the Young diagram
Fig.8(b). The bases for St = 2 is
T˜
[mn]
0 =
∑
ab
(εmabT abn[2;1] + ε
nabT abm[2;1] ).
It is easy to check that T˜
[mn]
0 is traceless.
The representations St = 1 and St = 2 are doubly
degenerate because permuting the site indices respects a
2-dimensional representation of the permutation group.
The other set of bases can be obtained by replacing T abc[2;1]
as T acb[2;1]′ = T
acb + T cab − T bca − T cba (here [2; 1]′ means
antisymmetrizing {13} and then symmetrizing [12]):
V˜ ′m =
∑
nabc
εmncεnabT acb[2;1]′
=
∑
a
(2T aam − Tmaa − T ama)
T˜
′[mn]
0 =
∑
ab
(εmabT anb[2;1]′ + ε
nabT amb[2;1]′)
Fig.8(c) represents a direct sum of St = 1 ⊕ 3. The
bases for St = 1 are given as
U˜m =
∑
ab
δabT [abm]
=
1
3
∑
a
(Tmaa + T ama + T aam),
and the bases for St = 3 are
T˜
[abc]
0 = T
[abc] − 1
5
∑
m
(T [amm]δbc + T [mbm]δac + T [mmc]δab).
The representation St = 1 occurs three time. It is
easy to check that among these St = 1 irreducible repre-
sentations the bases labeled by different Young diagrams
are orthogonal, and the bases labeled by the same Young
diagram are linearly independent but not orthogonal.
We can see that the bases for the irreducible repre-
sentations are complicated. These bases can be denoted
schematically by Young tableaus.
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